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Richard Storey's ground-breaking book reveals the secrets of successful persuaders. In it he sets out the principles governing the influencing process and looks at a range of situations in
which we apply them. He identifies four main personality types and shows which communication styles work best for each. With examples, exercises and checklists, and separate chapters on
writing, telephoning and presentation, his book provides a comprehensive guide to persuading people to do what you want them to. The Art of Persuasive Communication is described by the
author as 'a do-it-yourself influencing kit', designed to help you find the techniques that work for you.
NLP has a simple premise: take someone who's good at something, model how they do it and learn from them. This way it is possible to understand the thought processes common to
excellence in any field and weed out negative or habitual thinking. Neuro-Linguistic Programming techniques extremely popular in many areas including business, education, sports, coaching,
counselling, personal development and relationships. Neuro-linguistic Programming for Dummies avoids the jargon of many other books and provides both the basic essentials for the
beginner and advanced theory for experienced NLP readers
NLP For Managers shows you how to master the NLP way of thinking· It will enable you to reproduce excellence in any skill you choose· NLP can be used in areas of: goal setting; leadership;
selling and negotiating; problem solving; career advancement; professional creativity; public speaking; relationships and team building; learning and long-term memory; visual skills, and better
communication· NLP will give you more flexibility in the way you work and lead to more choices, more influence and greater success in everything you doThroughout this inspiring and
accessible book there are exercises, case histories and examples. Dr Harry Alder gives you the tools you need to change and improve the way you work.
You can get anything in the world that you want, if you help somebody else get something they want. —Zig Zigler Whether you are a parent, son/daughter, friend, employee, manager or
salesperson, you are constantly influencing others to accept you, your ideas, products or services. Those who masterfully present themselves and their ideas in a win-win manner, get ahead.
Those who do not, may reap short-term gains and eventually fail in their objective. Influence is critical in leadership, negotiation, teamwork, sales, resolving family issues and getting others to
buy into your ideas. Follow and practice the concepts, tips and processes described in this book and improve your influence results with anyone in a manner that achieves a win-win outcome.
The emphasis is on expanding your influence skills and results in everyday situations. For example, through this book, you will learn how to: Enhance your personal and business
relationships. Create the career you want. Become a stronger negotiator. Enjoy the family life you desire. Create healthy work environments. Be who you choose to be. Whether you realize it
or not, you are constantly influencing other people’s thoughts. You do this through your actions as well as your inactions. One of the best, if not the best, communication models is neurolinguistic programming (NLP), which forms a fundamental part of this book. How important is the ability to influence others? No matter whether you are a businessperson, teacher, parent, stayat-home spouse, employee or manager, dealing with people is probably the most important activity you undertake throughout the course of your day. A number of years ago, research
sponsored by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching and later confirmed at the Carnegie Institute of Technology discovered that even in engineering, about 15 percent of
one’s financial success is due to one’s technical knowledge and about 85 percent is due to interpersonal skills. If you are ready to be the difference that makes the difference in creating
better results in your life, grab a copy and let’s get started!
With NLP you can achieve even greater success as a manager. Whether you need to improve your communication, develop your strategic planning or nurture your creative thinking, NLP
gives you the tools to dramatically improve your performance as a manager or a leader. NLP has been used for years to help busy managers and leaders all over the world boost their
communication skills and get the best out of their teams, time after time. Now it’s your turn to discover the most effective tool for managers on the planet. Inside you’ll discover how to: ¨
Develop trust, rapport and credibility with your team and clients ¨ Handle every managerial challenge effectively ¨ Develop long-lasting relationships that will take you and your team from
strength to strength Now in its third edition How to Manage with NLP contains all the background, concepts and techniques you’ll ever need along with practical exercises to ensure you get
develop a thorough grounding and understanding. Are you ready to be amazed and amazing? Read on! “This is a ‘must have’ book for any leader interested in improving their capabilities in
engaging with people, teambuilding and managing change.” David R. Steele, Managing Director, International Paper Ireland “David Molden is a master of both NLP and management.” Wyatt
Woodsmall PhD, The National Training Institute for NLP “An amazing array of essential topics with plenty of practical examples and applications of NLP to management and business.” Marvin
Oka, NLP Master Trainer, The International NLP Trainers Association
To: Managers, Entrepreneurs, Professionals Re: NLP and the New Manager Attached are all the tools and guidance you need to put Neuro Linguistic Programming (NLP) to work and master
the 'soft skills' vital to today's New Manager. NLP is a new way of thinking about yourself and the world that helps you know what you want - and how to get it. Start managing upwards and
take charge of your career path. Motivate yourself and others to achieve far more than ever before. Learn to use the key questions that trigger new thinking and fresh ideas. Acquire the skills
that make giving feedback easier. Become more creative - and let NLP ensure your professional survival.
You can get anything in the world that you want, if you help somebody else get something they want. -Zig Zigler Whether you are a parent, son/daughter, friend, employee, manager or
salesperson, you are constantly influencing others to accept you, your ideas, products or services. Those who masterfully present themselves and their ideas in a win-win manner, get ahead.
Those who do not, may reap short-term gains and eventually fail in their objective. Influence is critical in leadership, negotiation, teamwork, sales, resolving family issues and getting others to
buy into your ideas. Follow and practice the concepts, tips and processes described in this book and improve your influence results with anyone in a manner that achieves a win-win outcome.
The emphasis is on expanding your influence skills and results in everyday situations. For example, through this book, you will learn how to: Enhance your personal and business
relationships. Create the career you want. Become a stronger negotiator. Enjoy the family life you desire. Create healthy work environments. Be who you choose to be. Whether you realize it
or not, you are constantly influencing other people's thoughts. You do this through your actions as well as your inactions. One of the best, if not the best, communication models is neuroPage 1/5
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linguistic programming (NLP), which forms a fundamental part of this book. How important is the ability to influence others? No matter whether you are a businessperson, teacher, parent, stayat-home spouse, employee or manager, dealing with people is probably the most important activity you undertake throughout the course of your day. A number of years ago, research
sponsored by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching and later confirmed at the Carnegie Institute of Technology discovered that even in engineering, about 15 percent of
one's financial success is due to one's technical knowledge and about 85 percent is due to interpersonal skills. If you are ready to be the difference that makes the difference in creating better
results in your life, grab a copy and let's get started
NLP (Neuro-Linguistic Programming) is a powerful communication skills tool for every manager who wants to improve their powers of persuasion and leadership. There are many books setting
out the relevant techniques; this is the first to show them at work in a practical management setting. The authors, both of them experienced NLP trainers, look in turn at each of the key
elements in the management process and show how NLP can help. They explain- how to capture other people's attention and trust - how to motivate - how to use language (including body
language) to maximum effect - how to handle staff appraisals - how to develop a consistent set of organizational values.
The development of a new book about Emotional Intelligence (EI) and Neuro-Linguistic Programming (NLP) and the challenges to managers and engineers is essential because it introduces
new lines of research in management and production. The use of EI and NLP allows management to take a more strategic role in organizations. There is a growing importance of sophisticated
analysis for managers to support decision making, to use emotional information in order to guide thinking and behavior, as well as to manage emotions to adapt environments and achieve the
organization's goals. This book addresses several dimensions of EI and NLP and its impact in business and organization competitiveness. Features Focuses on the latest research findings
that are occurring in this field all over the world Shows in what ways companies around the world are facing today's EI and NLP challenges Presents knowledge and insights on an
international scale Assists researchers and practitioners in selecting among the different options and strategies, the more relevant priorities to managing competitive organizations Offers the
latest developments in the field and of forthcoming international studies
What are the links between NLP (Neuro-Linguistic Programming) and coaching? How can an NLP-influenced approach help to coach clients effectively? How can a coach use NLP
approaches with confidence? This book is a practical guide for executive coaches who would like to introduce elements of NLP into their coaching. NLP can be used to help individuals attain
high performance in their lives and work, and this book allows practising coaches to utilise an NLP approach to achieve outstanding results for their executive clients. Based upon skills
developed by the author over many years, the book describes a practical NLP-influenced approach to some of the issues that arise most frequently in executive coaching, such as: Career or
life development issues Issues of confidence in the workplace Relationship issues Goal-setting Resolution of dilemmas There is clear description of what executive coaching actually is, and a
similar description of NLP, plus an account of what these have in common and how they can complement each other. Some of the possible pitfalls that can arise in trying the techniques are
also included, in order that coaches can avoid mistakes in their use. Issues are illustrated throughout using case studies, diagrams and examples of real coaching experiences. NLP Coaching
will help practising, professional executive and life coaches achieve outstanding results for their clients, and provides essential reading for practitioners and students of NLP who need a
practical guide on how to use their skills in a coaching context.
The director of communication is an impassioned profession that discovers which strategies are the best and the most intelligent. There are few manuals, and there are some that offer general
and sparsely updated information about the change that new technologies imply. We find the literature isolated that can be directly useful. However, we will say that there is no single recipe for
DirCom or communication consultants. Each one will offer different models according to the variables or factors that seem to them to be able to rectify the direction of a company according to
his or her personal mood.
On few occasions in the history of modern management have leadership skills been in such sharp focus as they are now. The ability to direct often very large and diverse organizations; to
make sense of the complex and turbulent markets and environments in which you operate; and to adapt and learn seems at an all time premium. The premise behind the fifth edition of this
influential Handbook is that leadership, management and organizational development are all parts of the same process; enhancing the capacity of organizations, whatever their size, and the
people within them to achieve their purpose. To this end, the editors have brought together a who's who of current writers on leadership and development and created the definitive single
volume guide to the subject. The perspectives that the text provides to leadership, learning and development, embrace the formal and the informal, cultures and case examples from
organizations of all kinds; and offers readers a rigorous, readable and, where appropriate, ground-breaking book. In the 14 years since the fourth edition of this classic book, very much has
changed. But the need for this Handbook is as strong as ever and the Fifth Edition of Gower Handbook of Leadership and Management Development is set to become a definitive read for
senior managers and those who develop them and an essential reader for the management students aspiring to become the next generation of leaders.
The fifth edition of the Handbook explores the role and value of leadership and management development and provides tools, techniques and authoritative guidance on how to deliver it
effectively. The contributors, both academics and professionals, many of whom are highly-regarded in their field, work with existing as well as new ideas; incorporating the needs of
contemporary society with a commitment to show how their ideas are relevant in practice and how they may be implemented. The book draws on case studies and contributions from North
America, Australasia and Europe.
A practical human resource guide for managers and companies who want to get the best from their people. Neuro Linguistic Programming shows how workers code their language and
behavior into their personal programs.
Turn thoughts into positive action with neuro-linguistic programming Neuro-linguistic programming (NLP) has taken the psychology world by storm. So much more than just another quick-fix or
a run-of-the-mill self-help technique, NLP shows real people how to evaluate the ways in which they think, strategise, manage their emotional state and view the world. This then enables them
to positively change the way they set and achieve goals, build relationships with others, communicate and enhance their overall life skills. Sounds great, right? But where do you begin?
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Thankfully, that's where this friendly and accessible guide comes in! Free of intimidating jargon and packed with lots of easy-to-follow guidance which you can put in to use straight away,
Neuro-linguistic Programming For Dummies provides the essential building blocks of NLP and shows you how to get to grips with this powerful self-help technique. Highlighting key NLP topics,
it helps you recognize and leverage your psychological perspective in a positive fashion to build self-confidence, communicate effectively and make life-changing decisions with confidence and
ease. Includes updated information on the latest advances in neuroscience Covers mindfulness coaching, social media and NLP in the digital world Helps you understand the power of
communication Shows you how to make change easier If you're new to this widely known and heralded personal growth technique—either as a practitioner or homegrown student—Neurolinguistic Programming For Dummies covers everything you need to benefit from all it has to offer.
Religions of Modernity' challenges the social-scientific orthodoxy that modernization inevitably erodes the sacred, and documents - in rich empirical detail - how modernity spawns its own
religious meanings by relocating the sacred to the self and the domain of digital technology.
NLP for ManagersHow to Achieve Excellence at WorkPiatkus Books
This book is a practical guide for executive coaches who would like to introduce elements of NLP into their coaching. NLP can be used to help individuals attain high performance in their lives and work, and
this book allows practising coaches to utilise an NLP approach to achieve outstanding results for their executive clients.
Written in a practical, no-nonsense style, the Guide focuses in turn on the eleven key skills of management, including setting objectives, decision making, time management, communication, motivating,
delegating and running effective meetings. A questionnaire at the beginning enables you to identify those chapters that will give you the maximum benefit. Or read through the whole book - as the authors say,
using their ideas can't guarantee success, but it will increase your chances.
Addressing the need for a discerning, research-based discussion of NLP, this book seeks to answer the many questions that clients, potential users and practitioners ask, including: what is NLP and what can
it best be used for? This book looks at the research and theory behind NLP, also exploring claims that it is a `pseudoscience'.
This extraordinary and practical book examines neuro linguistic programming (NLP) - the knowledge and skills to detect and affect thinking patterns - and applies it to each phase of the medical consultation. It
outlines the NLP tools most useful to physicians who wish to understand and utilise the dynamic structure underlying the processes used by excellent communicators. It explains how improving
communication skills and developing new models of consultation to incorporate into daily practice not only helps healthcare professionals become better communicators, but reassures patients, alleviating
suffering and promoting healing. This book provides many case examples and includes skill based exercises to ensure easy and effective learning. There are unique, fresh perspectives on challenging areas
such as anger and aggression, dealing with complaints, breaking bad news, the heartsink patient, uncovering hidden depression and telephone consulting skills. It is relevant to all healthcare professionals,
and of special interest to general practitioners, GP trainers, counsellors and medical students.
Parenting is not an idea, concept or belief. It's a process and therefore is neither static nor fixed in time that results in something special being created. The Parents' Handbook provides you with tools,
techniques, insights and approaches to improve the way you communicate, to be available emotionally and physically and to successfully fulfill the different roles expected of you as a parent.
In this book, the authors look in turn at each of the key management tasks, from meetings to negotiation, from writing reports to using the telephone, and they provide practical guidance for increased
effectiveness. Other chapters cover non-verbal communication and 'doing things right and doing the right thing'. The text is presented in a lively way but also with academic rigour, and is supported throughout
by exercises, checklists and ready-to-use formats.
Transform the way your business works. Neuro-Linguistic Programming (NLP) techniques can be applied to all business challenges. As a leader or manager in either the public or private sectors, whatever
your industry or size of organisation, you can use NLP to improve your business by changing the mindsets of everyone you work with. When tailored for practical business application, NLP can help you to
identify and deliver efficiencies, hold onto clients in the midst of increasing competition, improve morale and increase organisational performance and results. Change Your Business With NLP is the first
genuinely practical guide for managers, showing how to use NLP techniques to overcome specific business problems. You will learn how to: Improve your results as a leader Build an exceptional team
Manage change more effectively Change your organisation’s culture Create more effective client and customer relationships Transform your presentation skills Increase the overall performance of your
business Bestselling author Lindsey Agness, an international change management consultant and certified trainer of NLP, uses step-by-step techniques and a broad range of case studies to show you that
NLP can deliver measurable results in business.

Companies today stand or fall, not by the efficiency of their processes and systems, but by the talent of their people. By using the techniques of NLP you can develop talent and
achieve success. This is the popular but definitive book of NLP for people who want to make exceptional progress for their organisations. It demystifies NLP and relates the
theories and principles to current business challenges. Its practical techniques, methods, and examples drawn from leading practitioners in the field, ensures you can implement
this straight into your everyday working life. NLP Business Masterclass takes the applications of NLP in business beyond simple everyday techniques, to consider the bigger
challenges facing organisations today including: · How do you get the best from your people? · What's the best way of organising teams? · How can NLP help us to motivate
people? · What about incentives and rewards for employees? · How do you change a culture and keep it alive? · How can NLP help my people to become more committed and
responsible? · How can NLP help to develop leadership? You can learn more about NLP. Or you can have the Masterclass.
"This is a 'must have' book for any leader interested in improving their capabilities in engaging with people, teambuilding and managing change. David's alchemy is to mix
traditional NLP, his love of eastern philosophy and his own business experience. There is one clear message that underpins this book: your unlimited potential is within reach
now." David R. Steele, Managing Director, International Paper Ireland "Finally we have a book written by a master of both NLP and management. This book decodes the jargon
of NLP for the manager and shows how this powerful technology can make managers more effective and productive and businesses more profitable." Wyatt Woodsmall PhD,
The National Training Institute for NLP "This incredibly valuable contribution ... has an amazing array of essential topics with plenty of practical examples and applications of NLP
to management and business." Marvin Oka, NLP Master Trainer, The International NLP Trainers Association NLP is a powerful tool - if you know how to use it. It can be used to
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enhance many aspects of performance, from decision making and communication, to strategic planning and creative thinking. For this very reason, NLP is crucial to all managers
and leaders, yet many of us are still unfamiliar with its uses and benefits. Now in its second edition, this bestselling book is specifically designed to help you learn how to apply
NLP to many aspects of management. Background, concepts and techniques are all included, along with practical exercises to ensure you get a thorough grounding and
understanding. Completely revised and updated, and packed full of even more practical exercises, Managing With the Power of NLP is your means to achieving greater
management success.
This book does not pretend to know what is best for you, nor will it tell you how to live your life. It is a Toolkit for Transformation - the Life Manual you didn "t get when you were
born! It "s all about recognizing you have choice, you are always choosing. You have the choice of continuing to do what you have always done and get the same results, or you
can choose to do something different.
• Encourage your team to suggest their own objectives • Prevent fires rather than fight them • Decide! You'll never have all the information you would like. These, and another
107 "ideas", form the basis of John and Shirley Payne's entertaining book. Whether you're newly promoted or an old hand at managing, it will help you to improve your
performance and avoid some of the pitfalls you may not even have been aware of. In fact, it's just the book you'd write yourself as you learned by experience. Written in a
practical, no-nonsense style, the Guide focuses in turn on the eleven key skills of management, including setting objectives, decision making, time management, communication,
motivating, delegating and running effective meetings. A questionnaire at the beginning enables you to identify those chapters that will give you the maximum benefit.
"Management Consultancy" is the definitive reference guide for all management consultants. It covers all aspects of the management consultants role and provides: guidelines
on best practice, expert contributions. helpful case studies, and a complete overview of the industry. This title explores the principles behind the application of specialized
management techniques to the consultancy process. It also seeks to promote an understanding of the dynamics of the client-consultant relationship. Comprehensive in its
coverage and full of practical advice, techniques and useful information, it is of equal value to the MBA student, sole practitioner or professional in a large multi-national
consultancy. This title is also the recommended reading for students on the MSc in Management Consultancy.
Volume 1 discusses various machine learning & cognitive science approaches, presenting high-throughput research by experts in this area. Bringing together machine learning,
cognitive science and other aspects of artificial intelligence to help provide a roadmap for future research on intelligent systems, the book is a valuable reference resource for
students, researchers and industry practitioners wanting to keep abreast of recent developments in this dynamic, exciting and profitable research field. Volume 2 provides a
systematic and comprehensive overview of machine learning with cognitive science methods and technologies which have played an important role at the core of practical
solutions for a wide scope of tasks between handheld apps, industrial process control, autonomous vehicles, environmental policies, life sciences, playing computer games,
computational theory, and engineering development. The chapters in this book focus on readers interested in machine learning, cognitive and neuro-inspired computational
systems theories, mechanisms, and architecture, which underline human and animal behaviour, and their application to conscious and intelligent systems. In the current version,
it focuses on the successful implementation and step-by-step explanation of practical applications of the domain. It also offers a wide range of inspiring and interesting cuttingedge contributions to applications of machine learning and cognitive science such as healthcare products, medical electronics, and gaming. Overall, these two volumes provide
valuable information on effective, cutting-edge techniques and approaches for students, researchers, practitioners, and academicians working in the field of AI, neural network,
machine learning, and cognitive science. Furthermore, the purpose of this book is to address the interests of a broad spectrum of practitioners, students, and researchers, who
are interested in applying machine learning and cognitive science methods in their respective domains.
Creativity and Innovation for Managers will appeal to any manager responsible for getting more out of a business. Creative thinking, creative problem solving and creative idea
generation have become essential business drivers. This book provides an excellent executive briefing for senior management to understand what business creativity is, how it
can benefit the company, and how to get the most out of it. It looks at the pitfalls on the road to innovation and the ways to avoid them, pulling together the experiences of key
practitioners in the field both in the UK and the US. By concentrating on the essentials, Creativity and Innovation In Brief is a waffle-free approach to creativity, providing a quick
action focused and accessible insight into a complex topic. It provides; - a practical approach to business creativity without the hype; - an agenda for making innovation happen in
your business - a real world view.
Whether you are finding your way as a manager or you want to enhance the skills you already have, the Instant Manager series is exactly what you need! Written by leading
experts, they are inexpensive, concise but above all authoritative guides to the subject at hand. The portable format allows you to carry the book easily to fit learning and
development into your busy work life. Based on the 10 most FAQs, each chapter ends with a quick tip that can be taken on board immediately. A handy tear out card covering the
most salient points allows you to carry the expertise with you wherever you go. 'NLP' includes coverage of the following, specifically tailored to give managers an understanding
of how NLP can help them at work: what NLP is and why it is important in management, what makes people tick, how to make the change from team member to manager, how to
motivate your team, reduce stress levels and increase productivity using NLP techniques etc. Backed by the authority of the Chartered Management Institute, this is an essential
addition to the manager's library.
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Project management is becoming less about managing tools and processes and more about delivering through people. This is the only book on Neurolinguistic Programming written
specifically for project managers. It will equip them to communicate across cultures, resolve conflicts, motivate teams and become better leaders.
Do you want to become a better leader by improving your decision making? Do you wonder how you can improve your people management and communication skills? Do you want to
discover the NLP techniques used by the greatest leaders in the world, so you can be a great leader yourself? Then keep reading... Being a great manager or leader isn't a born skill. Many
great leaders developed and improved their leadership style during their life and career. A lot of the leadership thought-models, actions and behaviors are analyzed and summarized in easy-touse NLP techniques. NLP stands for Neuro-Linguistic-Programming and this is used to model successful people, managers and leaders. And if you model successful people correctly, you'll
get the same results as they have, for example: a higher productivity and income. In 'NLP for Leadership' you'll discover: - 'The-Confirmation-Bias-Remover' use this to improve your decisionmaking skills as a leader (page 96) - 11 foundational NLP-techniques to become a better leader (page 29) - 'The-Instant-Motivator', this is like rocket-fuel for your team page 80) - How your
world view, limits your success and what you should do about it (page 40) - Use this 'NLP-In-control-Exercise' to thrive in a chaotic environment (page 87) - The 5 universal qualities of a great
leader. Choose the one you have to work on first (page 44) - The 'Continuous-Productivity-Improver', use this interactive NLP strategy, to boost the quality and the quantity of your output and
results (page 106) - NLP techniques to negotiate like a leader, so you get the best possible deal (page 142) - 15 NLP techniques to create unstoppable motivation for yourself (page 175) - Use
the 4 D's for optimal time management, so you get the important things done while spending less time and money (page 127) - Learn the NLP-techniques, used by Steve Jobs for public
speaking, The audience will be hooked on every word you say (page 153) - 3 NLP based techniques to cope with anxiety (page 161) - Discover 5 methods and 4 NLP techniques to reduce
stress in your life. Your life will be calmer. You will perform better, both as a leader and at home (page 170) - Discover the secret that Elon Musk, Steven Jobs, Tony Robbins and Bill Gates
use or used to get extremely motivated for their goals (page 177) And much, much more... Even if you don't have a master's in psychology, Business or Information Science, the NLP
techniques explained and used by the great leaders, excel in their simplicity and can be used by any high-school drop-out. You might wonder if being a leader is something you're born with.
Leadership is a skill. It's something you learn by practicing. By applying the NLP techniques of great leaders, like Elon Musk, Steve Jobs, Bill Gates and Tony Robbins you are fueled by
kerosene and become a better leader in just a matter of weeks. So, if you're ready to take your career and salary-trajectory to the next level, scroll-up and click: 'add-to-cart'.
A guide to NLP & communication, How to use communication in sales, personal relationships and team management provides the reader a basic understanding and advanced knowledge
about different aspects of communication and how to use it for his favor. Of course it is a tool to use in good purposes. How many times does it happen that sales people want to increase their
sales, while the key to their success lies in the way they communicate with the buyer. The same is applicable for managers and leaders who do not only want to give orders, but to change the
drive of their employees. It is also a useful tool at home between a husband and a wife and with colleagues and friends. When you know what the drive is of the opposite person and the
communication preferences then you will be able to build rapport, convince and set new goals as you like. There are three types of communication styles which is: visual, auditory and
kinesthetic. And in this book we will further explain on how hypnotherapy and NLP (neuro linguistic programming) is used in presentations. NLP is a widely known technique about
communication and persuasiveness. As a conclusion, this is a great handbook for presentations, business, family and friendship purposes. Enjoy!
Written for anyone wanting to learn how to apply NLP in a professional or business environment, NLP in Business is ideal for leaders, managers, sales people, HR professionals, project
managers, IT specialists and anyone who wants to develop better professional relationships. This book is written from the outset to both teach and demonstrate the application of NLP as a
business tool. There are ready made exercises for you and many ideas and applications that you can use right away. NLP in Business is written from many years experience both in training
NLP at the Practitioner and Master Practitioner level, and also in applying NLP in business and in business applications training.
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